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THE FUTURE OF HISTORY!
Some of the newer members of the Society may not realise that there
is a Society website on which we are gradually trying to upload
digitised versions of much of our paper records, video and audio
recordings, so that they can be viewed in the comfort of your own
home. This is a time consuming job which might take several years to
complete, but seems to be the way forward to preserve these items of
Woodbury history for the future. The website can be seen at
www.woodburyhistorysociety.co.uk and is worth a look.
In this edition of the Newsletter we have many different contributions.
Ted Neather has written on the changes in the English language since
1066. Gillian Selley has written a piece on music in Woodbury over
the years, and also provided a humorous report on some of the
Woodbury cases brought before the courts. Anna Eyres has written on
her recollections of life at Woodbury School in the 1960s, and Roger
Stokes shows how voting took place in the early days of the
Woodbury Parish Council in 1896.
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Language in England after 1066

On 14th November, 1066, the course of English history of England was
changed by the Battle of Hastings. The arrival of the Normans under
William the Conqueror, the Battle of Hastings, the Domesday Book,
this is all well-known stuff. But do we always realise that the arrival of
the Normans brought an unimaginable change to the lives of the
inhabitants of England? They had to survive, not just a new king, but
new overlords, new laws, a whole new society. And foremost among the
many changes brought by the Normans was the language.
Before the arrival of the
Normans, the language of
England was Anglo
Saxon. The Angles and
Saxons had arrived in
Kent in the year 449,
according to the Venerable
Bede. They spoke a
language closely related to
modern German, Dutch
and Friesian. Although
this Germanic language
developed a variety of dialects in the different regions, it spread
throughout the country in the following centuries.

The library of Exeter
Cathedral has a remarkable
book, the so-called Exeter
Book, dating from around
960 and containing a great
deal of the Anglo-Saxon
literature that has come
down to us. (UNESCO has
recognized this book as one
of the "world's principal
cultural artefacts").
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The Exeter Book is a beautiful document but one glance at any line
of Anglo-Saxon makes it obvious that it is a foreign language to
modern English speakers. After the Conquest, documents of the
period are in either Latin or Norman French. Exeter Cathedral also
holds in its library a copy of the Exeter Domesday, giving detailed
lists of land and animals in the South West, including Woodbury.
The Domesday Book is written mainly in Latin. Here is an extract
from the Woodbury entry.

The book reveals that, in 1086, the livestock of Woodbury consisted
of 2 cobs. 15 cattle. 4 pigs. 60 sheep.
But though the documents are no longer in a form of Early English,
the names of local men are solidly Anglo-Saxon. The guild brothers
of the Woodbury Guilds at the end of the 11th century are listed:
Brihtwi, Wilnoth, Ealdwine, Leofric, Brihtmaer,
Alfric, Eadmaer, Edwine, Algar, Edwi, Wlword,
Alword, Edwine, Godwi, Osgod, Athelease, Brihtmaer, Godric
For 300 years after the conquest of 1066, this language of the Saxons
had to survive in a flood of Norman French. For 300 years, all Kings
of England spoke French as their mother tongue, and spent long
periods of time in France. Some spoke no English at all. The first
evidence of a king using English was in 1381, when Richard II
addressed the people in English during the peasants’ revolt. It might
have seemed that the survival of English was in doubt. A great deal
of administrative and legal language was in French, and until the
14th century English was actually a minority written language.
Lanfranc, Abbot of St Etienne, Caen was made Archbishop of
Canterbury as early as 1070, and within 20 years all the great
religious houses had French speaking superiors. There are few
examples of English texts during the period.
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Apart from the church and the Norman barons, large numbers of French
merchants and builders crossed the channel. It is not always clear what
the linguistic situation was with the landowning Norman nobility, who
kept their estates in Normandy. It has been said that equal competence
in both languages was rare. There was work for latimiers, interpreters
who acted between the lords and their Saxon labourers. In the church,
bilingualism was necessary for the clergy to preach to an English
speaking congregation. The situation was complex and perhaps not
actually as black and white as described by Sir Walter Scott in Ivanhoe.
“At court, and in the castles of the great nobles, where the pomp and
state of a court were emulated, Norman French was the only language
employed; in courts of law, the pleadings and judgements were
delivered in the same tongue. In short, French was the language of
honour, of chivalry and even of justice, while the far more manly and
expressive Anglo-Saxon was abandoned to the use of rustics and hinds
who knew no other”.
The law of the nation as an entity was set down extensively, though not
exclusively, in French, indicating that a working knowledge of French
for daily business dealings was a necessary skill at many levels of
society. Eminent individuals kept their records in Anglo-French up into
the late Middle Ages. In 1204 the dynastic link was broken. King John,
known as John Lackland, lost his Norman lands in a war with France.
The Norman barons of England had to choose where their loyalty lay,
so turned towards England. Anglo-French started to develop in its own
way, not necessarily drawing on the language of mainland France, Thus,
in the Prologue to Canterbury Tales, Chaucer can say of the Prioress
(who is pictured opposite):
And Frenssh she spak ful faire and fetisly,
After the scole of Stratford atte Bowe,
For Frenssh of Parys was to hire unknowe.
Through all the influences and changes that follow the Norman
invasion, English remained in its basic structure and daily vocabulary, a
Germanic language. Intermarriage offered another way for the language
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to be sustained despite the influx of new vocabulary. Children learn
language from their mothers. There was also a growing patriotism, as
is shown in 1295 when Philip IV of France threatened to invade.
Language is often seen as the badge of nationhood and may be used
as a symbol of a people’s will to survive.
The most obvious effect of French on English is at the level of
vocabulary. English acquired a layer of French words to refer to
things that already had Anglo-Saxon names. The peasant talked of
the cows, sheep and swine in his fields; the lord of the manor called
them ‘boeuf’, ‘mouton’ and ‘porcs’. We keep the same distinction in
language today – on the table we eat beef, mutton and pork. French
adoptions also indicated a more inflated register – house/domicile;
light/ignite; work/labour. By the 14th century about 21 % of English
vocabulary was taken from French – much of it related to noble
pursuits of chivalry and hunting and also law and the church.
Scribes of the period were trilingual in English, Anglo-French and
Latin. Anglo-French (or Norman French) not continental French was
for centuries one of two languages of record. Insular French evolved
in parallel and in constant contact with Middle English. The two
languages mixed at all levels so that large numbers of Anglo-French
words passed into Middle English.
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By the 1380s, the survival of English is established, first by
Wycliffe’s translation of the Bible in the 1380s. Here is Wycliffe’s
version of the beginning of Genesis – clearly an early form of
English:
In the bigynnyng God made of nouyt
heuene and erthe.
Forsothe the erthe was idel and voide,
and derknessis weren on the face of
depthe; and the Spiryt of the Lord was
borun on the watris.
And God seide, Liyt be maad, and liyt
was maad.
Wycliffe’s Bible was soon after followed Chaucer’s Canterbury
Tales. Chaucer’s English was strongly influenced by Anglo-Norman.
As a diplomat, controller of customs, forest official or royal clerk, he
would have functioned in either English or Anglo-Norman. Many of
the historical documents connected with him are written in AngloNorman. Even though the court of Richard II (1377-1399) is
believed to have been the first English-speaking one since the
Conquest, official documents were frequently still in Anglo-Norman,
as is clear from the number of entries still written in Anglo-Norman
in the surviving records of parliamentary proceedings and statutes.
So, even as late as the end of the fourteenth century, Anglo-Norman
was an actively-used language in England, especially in the circles in
which Chaucer moved. The legal profession still makes use of some
Anglo French terms, such as la reyne le vault when a parliamentary
bill receives royal assent.
But despite the enormous influence of French and the changes it
forced upon the language of England, particularly the vocabulary, the
basic language of the Saxons survived these influences. The 100
most common words in modern English are predominantly Germanic
in origin and the underlying grammatical structures relate to German
rather than French. The villagers of Woodbury would have lived
through these changes, but would have continued to speak their Early
English tongue, not much affected by changes in the language
revealed in the documents that few of them could read.
Ted Neather
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Music in Woodbury
Music is the international language, whether by voice or instrument, that
has always been part of every civilization, but there are not many records
of how the ordinary people spoke it, though obviously singing, dancing
and playing of some kind of simple instruments existed in all villages. In
this article I am showing any records I have found relating to music in the
parish of Woodbury up to the end of the 19th century.
In Catholic England music was part of the ritual of the religious services.
The more austere order of service of the Protestant religion did not
encourage music as used previously. The churchwardens’ Accounts for
Woodbury show that music was used in the church pre-Reformation as
in 1539 the wardens paid for a new pair of organs and the old organs
were given in exchange. From this date, until 1740, music is not
recorded in any form.
The change came
about in 1700
when an
innovation
appeared in
parish and
non-conformist
churches known
as West Gallery
music or
‘Georgian
psalmody’.
Wooden galleries were erected at the west end of churches and choirs
would sing psalms, often composed locally. In 1740 the
Churchwardens’ Accounts record that £13 was paid for new wainscoting
for the gallery (the vicar, the Reverend Charles Williams contributing 7s.
6d). Three years later the parish paid £1. 18s for erecting the ‘ringing
gallery’, and a further £1. 15s for ‘parting the gallery from the church’.
These galleries, the singers’ and the ringers’
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galleries, stretched across the breadth of the church at the west end. In
1756 there is a record of £1. 9s being paid to seal up the arch between the
singers’ and ringers’ galleries. Looking at the church it is easy to picture
where these galleries were placed. The wainscoting down the south side of
the church looks as if it might have been taken from the old galleries when
they were removed in the middle of the nineteenth century. It would be
interesting to know whether the impropriators of the parish church, the
Vicars Choral, had any influence on the music in St Swithuns, as they
were the choristers and responsible for the music in the Cathedral.
From the date of the erecting of the gallery music became part of the
church service activities, helped no doubt by the vicar, the Reverend John
Davy, who was appointed in 1756. Since in the will of his widow in 1808
she bequeaths to the son of the maltster of Woodbury her husband’s violin
and music, it is probable that he encouraged the music which flourished
during his residence in Woodbury. In 1775 the church bought a bass viol
(a cello) and an hautboy (a type of oboe) for 17s. 6d, and from this date
money was regularly expended on new strings and reeds for the
instruments, for music and singing books. The instrumentalist and singers
were grouped together in the gallery.
By 1803 the minister and churchwardens set up an organ again (probably a
harmonium) in the gallery of the church. From this date there are no more
records of the viol and hautboy and the organ appears to have replaced
them both. The Reverend John Loveband Fulford was not happy with the
organ and choir placed at the west end of the church and in 1866 he
proposed removing the organ from its present position, improving it and
placing it in the chancel. Without their approval or consent he moved the
organ and the enraged vestry procured a faculty from the bishop to remove
it from the chancel. Fulford won his battle and the choir and organ
remained in the chancel, where they are now situated.
Music was gradually being seen as an important part of entertainment in
Woodbury. In 1853 the Western Times reported that the people of
Woodbury ‘were much taken up with the strains of the Exmouth Band’.
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They engaged a man, who had lately been leader at the theatre in
Exmouth, to teach a few people in the village so that they would be
‘enabled to enliven the village with their music during the forthcoming
summer’.
The instruments were bought and
tuition paid for by Dr Robert Brent.
This band became the Woodbury RA
Volunteer’s military band and was
made up of fifes and drums. In 1861
there is an account of the instruments
and players performing at the Globe
Inn after the dinner for a ploughing
match:
B flat flutes: Frederick Smeath,
Lewis Parsons, William Phillips,
Walter Furze, Henry Stokes, John
Skinner and William Tarr.
E flat flutes: H Symonds and
Emmanuel Soper.
Side drum: T Skinner and John
Ekers.
Tenor drum: Walter Knott.
Bass drum: Nicholas Knott.
Triangle:
George Francis.

Dr Robert Brent

Three years later a newspaper reported that dancing to the music of the
Woodbury Artillery Band was the main attraction at the Lympstone
Fair.
Ebford produced its own eminent musician. James Russell was born in
Farringdon in 1830, the son of a carpenter from Ebford and worked as
a servant at Ebford Barton for the Lee family. He was sent to Oxford,
presumably by the beneficence of the Lee family, where he obtained
his music degree. Whilst he was there he composed an exercise for
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school and vice-chancellor in 1858. It was described by the judges as
‘one of the best exercises which has been performed for a number of
years and affords indication of extraordinary musical abilities’. This
work was performed by the Exeter Oratorio Society in 1859 and
described as a beautiful motet. In 1865 he wrote a new anthem which
was performed in Westminster Abbey. Later James moved to Topsham
where he taught the piano, and by the end of the century he was
teaching music in Surrey.
In 1864 a partly professional group of musicians from Exeter was
invited to perform a concert in Woodbury – it was noted by the
newspaper account that a concert of this well-performed kind of music
has rarely, if ever, been performed in Woodbury
Pianos and other instruments became available to more people and
music became part of the syllabus of village schools. A typical village
entertainment put on by the school in 1897 has a full programme
involving very many of the children. It was held on two evenings and
on each was performed a cantata called ‘Jack Frost’ – the names of all
the children taking part are listed and include many well-known
Woodbury families. One of the children performing was Ernest
George, who 19 years later was killed in action in Germany and is
remembered on the War Memorial. The titles of the songs sung by the
children show an innocent period of childhood: ‘Have you Seen my
Dolly?’, ‘Dolly’s Revenge’, ‘A Little Piece of String’, ‘Heads and
Heels’, ‘The Gay Tom Tit’, and ‘My Little Birds Can Tell’. Adults also
took part with Mr Phillips performing ‘How did you Leave the Pigs,
Sam?’, and comic songs, ventriloquism and mimicking by Mr Pyne.
In the 21st century there are some similarities to the Victorian period –
concerts are still held in the church; all the schools give a variety of
musical events; music (though now recorded and blasted out) is played
at fairs and events in the open; and folk music is still played at the pubs.
The main difference is that the world of technology has removed the
simplicity and native skills of many of the present musicians and their
instruments.
Gillian Selley
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Recollections of my time at Woodbury School
I was born in November 1955, and attended Woodbury church of
England primary school in the 60s. A middle generation to do so as my
father and grandfather, daughters, and grandson also went there.
I started in the term I was five years old with four village boys. We had
no previous visits and did not attend nursery or playgroup before our
first day. So it was in at the deep end. Even on the coldest days you only
wore socks and a shirt, and for the boys shorts etc. There were no tights
and your knees could get quite chapped. I was chosen to be Mary in the
nativity play and as my
middle name is Mary I
felt very honoured. It
seems I spent most of the
time holding the Jesus
Dolly upside down! To
me the most important
part of school was
playing; Cowboys and
Indians, bean bags, ball
games, skipping, elastic
and adventure and
imaginary games.
The iron climbing frame with Anna (circled)
There was also a large metal climbing frame with only the asphalt
playground underneath. It had started to rain at the end of one lunch
playtime and I climbed up for a quick swing, fell off backwards and
banged the back of my head. During afternoon lessons I was sick three
times in the metal bowl reserved for this purpose. I felt that everything
was moving around the room and dancing. At the end of the afternoon I
was unable to walk so my mum carried a toddler, and I was pushed
home in her pushchair. I was put to sleep downstairs on our wooden
settle and the next day no school but Neapolitan ice cream and tinned
fruit cocktail. So I must have been ill – concussion?
The school smelt of plimsolls, chalk stale milk and slightly unwashed
bodies. I think there were about 70 of us on the school roll, and families
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of 5, 6 and more children were not unheard of. We had one third of a
pint of full cream milk at morning break. On hot days it could be
slightly sour, and in the winter could taste of swede and be quite icy.
In my last year at primary school in the play times I had to help the
infants with their toilet needs. This task would have been a little more
helpful with soft and absorbent paper, but no, we had Ideal which were
small squares of something like tracing paper which was medicated and
strong, but hopeless. Now it is no longer available - hooray!
The three R's.
I found reading difficult. Dick and Dora, Nip the dog, and Fluff the cat
moved around all over the pages causing confusion, so I got Rosemary
Miles my best friend to read me a page or two, which I learned by heart
and then recited to the teacher when it was my turn to read.
Then we had a different teacher - disaster, I was tested. No keywords at
all, so I was sent down into the infant class to learn at eight years old,
and the seats were too small as well. Humiliation, and I am still reading
classics like Jungle book to catch up!
Writing.
This was usually done in capitals in pencil. I had to learn one third of
the alphabet for 'Anna Mary Summerfield'. We also had handwriting
practice with ink pens which had nibs. As I was left-handed my nib was
different, so I would slam it under the desk and ruin the nib so that I
didn't have to write. The headmaster, Mr Ferris, had bought them six at
a time in a real effort to improve my blotted crossed out writing, as
left-handed children rub their work, and have trouble with left and right.
Arithmetic.
Arithmetic or sums were a joke. I couldn't get two numbers to add up to
the same total more than once. Taking away wasn't interesting, and for
multiplication we called out the times tables. I was told off for talking a
lot of times, and made to stand in the corner or kept in at break times.
What I wanted to say was more important than listening to the teacher!
You were kept in at the break if you were inattentive and expected to
write out your 7's, 8's and 9 times tables. In anticipation of staying in I
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would copy out the tables in advance and spend playtime unsupervised
looking through the cupboards, and the teacher's desk, and drawing on the
misted up windows (standing on a chair), or just daydreaming. I had a very
happy time at Woodbury school. The weather was sunny and life was
carefree.
In the summer term we had
sports day. We would all
crocodile file up to the old
cricket field (first field on the
left after turning in from
Globe Hill Crossroads). The
four teams, Reds, which were
the Buffaloes, Blues, which
were the Whales, Yellows
were the Zebras and the
Greens were the Dragons. We
had children of all abilities
The old cricket field sports in Oakhayes Lane
who ran, skipped, jumped,
balanced eggs on spoons, or scrambled in sacks to the finishing tape.
We then all ate a large, big as a saucer bun with butter and jam on, and as
much orange squash as you could drink, and then have to go to the toilet.
This was a dark spider infested shed with a pit with a holed plank over the
top, but it was adult sized and scary. I dreamed of falling down that hole.
I still have a small note to my mum from the infant teacher;
"Dear Mrs Summerfield, please would you send Anna to school with a linen
handkerchief pinned to her cardigan, as she does tend to wipe her nose in her
cuffs.”
Yours hopefully, and the signature of the teacher which is not clear.
Anna Eyres
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Woodbury Parish Council
The History Society has recently been loaned the Minute book of all the Annual
meetings that have been held since 1896 until 2015. This is now in the process of
being scanned, and hopefully will be uploaded onto the Society website when
completed.
As most people will know, the Parish Council was formed in 1894, but there
seem to be no minutes for 1894 and 1895. The Minute book starts in 1896. Back
then the method of voting was somewhat different to what it is today!
A meeting was called in the National Schoolroom on 9th March 1896 to which all
parishioners were summoned. The interim Chairman, the Rev. J L Fulford called
for nominations for the office of Parish Councillor and nomination papers were
handed in. After a 20 minute recess, in case others came late who wanted to be
nominated, the names of the candidates were then read out, and a show of hands
followed for each of the names on the list. In this first election there were 21
candidates for 12 Parish Councillor positions, and the contest was fiercely
fought! There were people from all walks of life as shown below.
Votes
Stokes Harry, Church bell hanger
70
Elected
Marks Samuel, Tanners labourer
70
Elected
Ware Harold, Tanner
69
Elected
Moore George, Station Master
24
Nichols Charles, Miller Exton Mill
12
Phillips Arthur, Builder
87
Elected
Fulford Robert Medley, Curate
51
Elected
Lear Tom, Grocer
64
Elected
Hearn Mathias, Gardener
28
Passmore John, Schoolmaster
77
Elected
Turner Frederick, Schoolmaster WS
44
Glanvill Henry, Farmer
64
Elected
Pyle Henry, Farmer WS
61
Elected
Henson George, Labourer
27
Browning Luke, Ironmonger
46
Cornish John, Farmer
17
Crook Hermon, Blacksmith
20
Daley William, Tailor
49
Elected
Turl Lewis, Bootmaker WS
46
Tavender Arthur, Farmers son WS
50
Elected
Thorn George, Farmer Nutwell
57
Elected
Extracts from the book can be seen on the following pages.
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Three contrasting stories of disorderly behaviour with a touch of
humour!
An early drunken caper
Bad behaviour is not always as it appears, in hindsight, though the
magistrates took a poor view of it, mainly because a lot of petty crime was
caused by overindulgence!
The following case of theft came before the Devon Quarter Session in
1684:
A woman, called Elizabeth Hall, who lived with her husband in part of the
Ballymans Estate, was going home from her brother Mr Lovering’s house,
at eight in the evening on 2nd February, when a man assaulted her on the
highway and deliberately knocked off her hat. She went after him and
asked for her hat back, but he ran off with it. She then shouted out that
she had been robbed and the man was pursued and taken into custody in
the alehouse of Michael Venn (another part of Ballymans) where he was
found to be in possession of the hat.
Joan Pridham, who lived in a cottage on Broadway, gave evidence before
the Justices that she had heard a person coming along the road making a
noise, and shortly afterwards heard another person following making a
‘lamentable complaint’.
She then recognised Elizabeth, who complained that she had been robbed,
and was asked to go with her into town. She told the same story to
William Couch and George Moore who then pursued the robber. They
told the Court that they had been sitting together in the alehouse when
they saw a person in the inn with a woman’s hat on his lap.
Having already heard that Elizabeth Hall had been robbed of her hat, they
apprehended the man. But to no avail for Michael Venn, who kept the
alehouse, contrived to help the prisoner escape, and was later taken before
the magistrate for aiding him.
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A man called Benjamin Harris, having been told by Elizabeth of the theft
of her hat, pursued the thief on horseback and found him about 2 ½ miles
away with his own cap under his arm and the woman’s hat on his head.
The thief, a woolcomber from Exeter, appears to have had a convivial
evening at the inn before he embarked on his prank.
Misbehaving in Exeter
A report appeared in Woolmers Exeter newspaper in July 1833 describing
some irreligious behaviour in Exeter Cathedral:
“On Sunday morning last a monkey, belonging to a medical gentleman of
this city, broke loose, and after wandering about for a short time, rambled
into the cathedral during the 7 o’clock morning service. The liberated
quadruped got behind the altar, and pushed his dingy head through the
carved work, in sight of the Clerk, when the terrified man, supposing it to
be a visit from some evil spirit, ejaculated, with trembling gravity: ‘In the
name of the Lord, why dost thou trouble us?’ The brute scampered off,
leaving the clerk and the congregation in a state of considerable alarm,
and afterwards seated himself behind the monument of General Simcoe,
with his paws encircling the neck of the statue of the General.
The monkey then found its way into St Sidwells, where he was
surrounded by a party of young ‘Grecians’ and captured, but he contrived
again to make his escape, and paid a visit to the village of Whipton, from
whence he travelled the next morning to the Cavalry Barracks. Having
gratified his curiosity by taking a peep at the evolution of the gallant first
Dragoons, he made his exit and has not since been heard of.”
‘Grecians’ was the name applied to the people of St Sidwells – they are
supposed to have acquired it comparing the people of that parish, which
was just outside the City walls, with the Greeks outside the walls of Troy.
Exeter Football Club, whose ground is in the parish of St Sidwell, bears
the name ‘Grecians’ as a soubriquet for their side.
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Eccentricity in Woodbury Salterton
A case went before the Petty Sessions in 1865 in which Richard Smith
((junior), a farmer from Woodbury Salterton, was summoned for
trespass with a shotgun and damaging the property of James Ware and
his brother George on land in Hogsbrook. The newspaper reporter
wrote that James Ware, who much amazed the court by his eccentricity,
testified that he heard the gunfire and met Smith where a scuffle ensued
– they fell together ‘topsy-turvy’. He called his brother George to help
him. James was ‘in a sad plight and had to have his temples bathed with
water and vinegar’ – he also had his fingers badly bitten trying to ward
off a blow.
The Defence suggested that he got his fingers bitten trying to catch hold
of Smith’s whiskers – James said he would have been soft if he had
done that. He said he had his coat torn and produced one of fragile and
ancient appearance (which created great merriment in court), and that he
had taken it to the tailor. The Defence asked ‘is he alive yet?’ James
replied ‘yes, I did not ask him to buy it’. The Defence retorted that ‘I
suppose he told you to carry it back’. James said that ‘the tailor
examined it – he had made a suit though for both me and my brother, he
said it was honestly worth 10s – (loud laughter). Defence asked ‘the cost
of wool had risen, I suppose?’
The witness told the court that the defendant might have bought a little
cream from him a short time ago. The Defence asked ‘and a short time
after that the cow died?’ James replied ‘and suppose it did?’
Defence, ’well did it?’ James answered ‘yes’. Defence enquired ‘did you
not go and accuse him of bewitching your cow?’ Very little evidence
could be obtained from the brother, George Ware, who was also
eccentric and suffered from a stammer.
Even though the brothers caused entertainment to the court, they won
their case, and Richard Smith was fined 15s 2d for the trespass, 17s 8d
for the assault, and the same amount for damages to the coat.
Gillian Selley
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Woodbury Local History Society Programme 2017
Feb. 2nd

Annual General Meeting & Society Party

March 2nd

The Ware Family of Woodbury part 2
A film produced and presented by Julian Ware.

May 4th

The History of Organ Building in Devon
an illustrated talk by Dr. Nigel Browne, in St Swithun’s Church.

June/July

Annual outing - to be arranged.

Sept. 7th

The Ware family of Woodbury
A film produced and presented by Julian Ware.

Nov. 2nd

It’s all in the map!
by Professor Patrick Dillon

THE FUTURE OF THE HISTORY SOCIETY!
On the front cover you will have read the heading “The Future of History”. It is
now time to read the modified headline above! The Society has a membership of
on average 60-70 members, and is run by a small committee, with a Chairman,
Secretary, Treasurer and other members. We have unfortunately lost three
committee members during the last year for personal and family reasons, and
these need to be replaced as a matter of urgency. As we are hoping to apply for
some grants during 2017, it is essential that we have a full complement of
committee members, otherwise we will not qualify as eligible for any grants. This
would therefore make it impossible to continue with our wish to digitise our old
documents, to the detriment of the parish as a whole. As Woodbury has so much
history, recorded in so many different old and fragile documents, it is essential
that they are digitised before they become unreadable or disintegrate, when all
would then be lost forever!
The average age of the Committee members is circa 79 years old, and it is
essential, if you wish the society to continue, that some younger persons come
onboard to help take the Society into the future. You will be getting this
newsletter before the AGM, so will have some time to think about it, but don’t
think too long! Please come forward and offer your services, by contacting the
Chairman on 01395 232458, or myself, (number below), before the meeting.
THE FUTURE OF THE SOCIETY DEPENDS ON YOUR SUPPORT!
Editor: Roger Stokes

Tel: 01395 232350
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